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EDITORS’ NOTE

The Carl was established in 1999 as The
Carletonian’s biweekly arts and culture supplement.
It is published the Friday of second, fourth, sixth and
eighth week.

Please send all inquiries, letters-to-the-editor, care
packages, etc. to:

The Carl / Carletonian Office
Sayles 210
300 North College Street
Northfield, MN 55057

CARLMAGAZINE.COM

Fellow Carls/Americans, we have emerged
from a dark time, again triumphant. With
Obama finally in office and the Canadian gov-
ernment entering self-destruct mode, the
United States has reclaimed its seat as the
coolest former British colony in North America,
and we patriots can finally get back to the
business of fulfilling our sense of entitlement.
On our list of demands: sole ownership of the
Carleton College trademark, virtual sex with
Princess Peach, and a law that makes it illegal
for Lil’ Wayne to play guitar.

Impossible, you say? As your kin, we
understand that by impossible you mean lofty,
just, and completely within the capacities of
our totally awesome nation/small liberal arts
college. As your Carl staff, we have taken the
first steps toward the achievement of our
goals: the publication of a bi-weekly arts &
culture insert that mirrors the perfection of our
society.

Honestly, we’re really excited about this
issue (cue hilarious “Jizz in My Pants” ref).
We’ve got a special double feature on two of
Carleton’s favorite obsessions, comps and the
dining hall, courtesy of Daniella DeFranco.
We’ve got the harrowing tale of Orion Martin’s
battle with the Purple Inaguration Gate, and
James Hannaway’s exclusive interview with the
guy who paints Obama naked with unicorns.
We have a glut of hilarious/poingant cartoons.
We have a romance colum written by a dude!
In all honesty, we’re having a hard time think-
ing of what we don’t have for you this week.
Much like our fair nation, we’re on top of the
world, baby. Turn the page, dear reader; seek,
and you shall find.

-Tom Fry, on behalf of the Executive Editors
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1. Thermos/flash drive/iPod speaker 3-in-one
2. Body pillows that are worn on the entire body
3. MP3 dog collar with built-in wi-fi and magne-
totherapy
4. Inflatable, portable backpack
5. X6 Hair Laser

“Yo, we have better parties!”
-Michele Cruz ‘11

THE PHOTO POLL

Got a
message for

Carleton
University?

“Stop screwing up my google
searches. We have the edu!”

- Tim Carroll ‘09

“Stop stealing our freshmen
on facebook!”

-Mollie Feldman ‘11

“They’re in Canada, right?”
- Amy Elson ‘10

“We regret that your alphabet doesn’t
include the letter zee”
— Callie Millington ‘12

THE SCHILLOMETER

Praise Song for the Day

Mike Lysonski bathroom graffiti:
What is this, amateur hour?

Bon Appétit’s lack of cups,
trays, milk, food, Georgine,
Betty

Business as usual

Lady Gaga: shoulder pads,
bathing suit, fierce hair

If you ever find yourself in a social situation with a freshman, it’s important
to know what topics are acceptable to discuss. Once you’ve covered the difficul-
ty of their classes and how little sleep they got last night, you may reach a dead
end. Instead of walking away, follow this helpful tip: bring up Goodhue Hall. Due
mainly to its controversial location, freshmen enjoy nothing more than discussing
“The Hue.” Should you choose to converse with a freshman, make sure you know
exactly where Goodhue is located, so you can partake in the jokes that will cer-
tainly come. And if you forget to raise the Hue issue, don’t worry. Someone else
will. At a certain point in any conversation, somebody will bring up how absolute-
ly freezing it is, will be, or was, and how he or she is grateful that even in the -
30 degree weather, “at least I don’t live in Goodhue.” Should one or several
“Huer’s” be present, they will immediately jump in and point out all of The
Hue’s redeeming qualities: it’s a tight-knit dorm community, it’s a mere moment
from the rec center, and it has the Super Lounge! (Don’t be fooled by their
enthusiasm; they hate living there as much as you would.) As soon as they leave
for the long trek back to their rooms, you can start making fun of The Hue again.

BY LILY SCHIEBERStuff Freshmen Like
#36: Talking about Goodhue

THE TOP FIVE

Future Skymall Products
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Carlemageddon
An all-staff effort organized by Greg Hunter and Matt Pieh

For 71 years we were the sole owners of the
Carleton name. And while saying you go to
Carleton is still met with blank stares, for the last
65 years we haven’t been alone. A second
Carleton, even further north, looms as an unrec-
ognized threat to the pride of being a Carl.
Starting today, a war-of-words is declared on
Carleton University. We mean this to be civil, but
we want our name back. We hope to hear back
from their representative journalists, and we will
update you on the progress of this quest. Change
has come to Carleton.

Words from the staff
“Thanks for Degrassi.”
-Tom Fry (Executive Editor)

“It was quiz bowl nationals, and after winning sev-
eral games, we were up against Carleton
University. We had Tom and Andreas; they had
Tom and Andrei. One of them wore a flight suit.
We joked that the losing team would have to
change their school’s name; we won 375-35.
After the preliminary rounds, our record was 7-0,
and theirs was 0-7. Was it coincidence? Or was
this encounter with our northern doppelganger
like a view into the dark side of the mirror? We
may never know.”
-Andreas Stoehr

“We are on a mission, a mission of cultural under-
standing. Know that I personally support The
Carl’s goal of getting to know Canada’s Carleton,
and offer as much help as they need. So too am I
willing to help and inspire you and your newspa-
per/university/nation.”
-Alex Sciuto (Executive Editor)

“My mother has to pass your campus every time
she travels to Canada on business trips. From her
stories, it sounds like it's really not that great.”
-Stephen Gee

“I don't mean to be a frisbee asshole, but I'm sick
of randos asking me about college ultimate in
Canada, because I don't fucking know!”
-Dan Curme

“Well shit. There went my plan to attend the most
obscure college in North America.”
-Kelly O’Brien
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Canada’s Greatest Mix CD
1. Avril Lavigne - Complicated
2. Alanis Morissette - Ironic
3. Nickleback – Too Bad
4. Nelly Furtado – All Good Things
5. Hot Hot Heat – Shame on You
6. Sum 41 – In Too Deep
7. Simple Plan – I’m Just A Kid
8. Barenaked Ladies – One Week
9. Celine Dion – All By Myself
10. Corey Hart – I Wear My Sunglasses at Night
11. Shania Twain – That Don’t Impress Me Much
12. Michael Buble – Home
13. Blame Canada – Southpark
14. Celine Dion – Star Spangled Banner

The Carl (2008-2009 Edition)
The news from Northfield, the product of our
labors (or, labours), the voice of pro-America
America. Seven issues of impassioned prose and
marginal journalistic integrity.

The Charlatan (January 15-21 Edition)
Copy-edited by Greg Hunter for the convenience
of The Charlatan’s staff. Canadian spellings cor-
rected for greater reader accessibility. All
“Carleton” spellings updated to “Carlton.”

5
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The American Flag
For liberty.

Carleton College Frisbee
The frisbee—cultural relic of Carleton College
given as an offering of good will. Also, a
reminder that while we would lose most physical
competitions, we will crush in frisbee.

2.

1.

5.

3. 4.

Carlemageddon Continued: The Care Package of Liberty BY MATT PIEH
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This is the story of how I drove 1,300 miles
to watch Obama’s inauguration, and missed the
whole thing.

Last winter, I went home to Iowa and got a
job working for Barack Obama’s caucus cam-
paign. After one month of intense campaigning,
I got to witness his electrifying victory speech.
Last summer, I traveled to Denver to see his
nomination before a crowd of 80,000.

When Obama won in November, I decided to
travel to DC to see the inauguration. I just want-
ed to be part of the crowd that day, witness to
the historic moment. As the day drew nearer, I
even managed to get tickets for my friends and
me. I couldn’t believe my luck when I saw the
tickets. They were Purple Tickets, meaning we
would be just a few hundred meters from
Obama.

On the day of the inauguration we decide to
go early. At 4:50AM the Metro is packed.
Downtown, crowds move through the streets.
There are barricades scattered over the area, and
police can be found on every corner. We watch
as 30 policemen ride by on bikes.

When we arrive at the purple gate with our
purple tickets, the line is already stretching
around the corner and down the street. It leads
into an underground tunnel. There are cops
blocking off the tunnel, and they won’t allow
anyone in unless they have a purple ticket. We

jog down the tunnel to get a better spot in line.
By the time we get there, we’re covered in sweat.

The tunnel is lit by neon lights and covered
in a thick layer of dirt. We settle down to start
waiting, knowing that the gates open at 9:00AM.
There’s one security guard and she’s sleeping in
her car with the motor on. As we stand in line,
we watch a flow of people walk past us to take
their own place in the line.

Above us, the largest political demonstration
in history is gathering before the steps of the
Capitol. Two million onlookers are filing into the
mall, stretching from the Capitol to the Lincoln
Memorial. We could not have been more excited.

During the wait, we start talking to the peo-
ple around us. We meet little elderly women
from North Carolina, Iraq war veterans, and
Obama organizers. Everyone is thrilled at the
opportunity of a lifetime.

We meet Debby, a middle-aged black woman
who came alone from San Francisco to see
Obama. She bought a huge winter coat to deal
with the 20 degree weather. After hours of
standing, she decides to sit in the dirt. Many in
the tunnel are trembling in the cold.

9AM comes and goes. The flow of humanity
walking past us to join the line continues unin-
terrupted. At one point, we count 60 people
walking by in 60 seconds. We estimate that
there are 7,000 people in line behind us.

The guard who is sleeping in her car wakes
up, turns on her siren, and drives away.
Conviction grows in the crowd that we will keep
our place in line. Some people hold hands along
the line to keep anyone from jumping in.
Someone says, “That’s why we’re not moving for-
ward, because people keep cutting!”

At 9:30AM, the line has still barely moved.
Every once in awhile we move forward a few feet,
and there’s a cheer in the line. Outside the tun-
nel, the sun rises.

Two in our group decide to go out and get
coffee. After 20 minutes, they still haven’t come
back. They call and tell us in worried voices that
they can’t get through the mob. When they do
make it back, they come with an image of the
chaos outside the tunnel. They describe being
caught in the mob, unable to move. In their
panic, they left the coffee.

The cops are gone.
At 10AM, things are getting worse in the

tunnel. One woman walks down the line shouting
“Look around you at who doesn’t belong! Point
them out! Throw them out of the line!” From
somewhere deep in the tunnel, we can hear
shouting. We continue to haltingly progress,
somewhat faster now.

Purple Tickets

Photos, left to right: Police on the street at 5:00am, line in the tunnel, Debby from San Fransisco, chaos outside the tunnel, the mob blocking the purple gate, and watching the inauguration at
First Eat Restaurant. Photos by Katharine Richardson and Orion Martin.

BY ORION MARTIN
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People continue to flow past us, and all of
them have purple tickets. We start to wonder,
“Should we warn them about how long the line
is?” We estimate that there are now at least
10,000 people in the line behind us.

Finally, we make enough progress that we’re
on the street instead of in the tunnel. We cheer
as we see police ride by on bikes. There are
other police and FBI agents wandering around
aimlessly. By 10:30 AM, the line is losing cohe-
sion.

I stand on a windowsill to get a better view,
and I know at once that it’s hopeless. The line
leads to an intersection which is filled with hun-
dreds of people. Some of them are standing on
cars and yelling. This crowd stands in between
us and the purple gate, and everyone in the
crowd has purple tickets. I can’t see any cops at
all.

At 11:00 AM, we give up. By now, the mall
is full and all of its entrances are barricaded.
Everywhere we go, there are angry crowds hud-
dled around the security gates. When we had
planned to travel to DC, I knew I just wanted to
be part of the crowd. Now I realize that it’s
impossible. I was doomed by my Purple Ticket.

We begin aimlessly wandering through DC
looking for a television. The only way is to move
away from the crowds and into the DC
Chinatown. We find a Chinese restaurant named

“First Eat Restaurant,” and sit down.
The TV is black and white, and the radio is

playing pop radio above us. While Yo Yo Ma
plays at the capital, we hear Let It Be by the
Beatles. While Rick Warren speaks, we hear “It’s
Too Late To Apologize” by One Republic.

Obama starts to speak, and when I ask the
staff to turn off the radio, they misunderstand
and turn it up. The staff sits down in front of us
and begins having a heated discussion in
Cantonese. The food is terrible.

One of my friends opens her fortune cookie
and finds, “Let us train our minds to desire what
the situation demands.” She also gets food poi-
soning.

Later that day, we see a statement from the
police chief of DC claiming that everyone who
had a ticket got in. We pack our bags and begin
the twenty-hour drive home.

Afterwards, we learned what had happened.
The scanners at the purple gate failed and were
never repaired. There were several medical
emergencies confusing the situation, as people
fell ill due to the cold. After it was clear that the
main gate was not going to open, a back gate
was opened to let some people in. Similar prob-
lems plagued the other gates.

A few of my friends fought through the mob
and managed to get in. They found that the pur-
ple section was less than half full, and there was

extra room in the yellow section as well. There
was room for thousands more, people just
weren’t being let in.

There could easily have been a riot among
the tens of thousands who were denied access,
but we were hopeful to the end. We couldn’t
imagine that there would be absolutely no plan
about how to get people in, or that the authori-
ties would throw up their hands and disappear. I
can’t help but think of all the people we met in
line, many of whom had traveled thousands of
miles on the promise of the historic moment.

On the trip back, we were unable to stop
ourselves from pouring over every detail of the
morning. What if we had given up earlier? What
if we had found a different entrance? What if we
had never been given tickets? These questions
won’t help, and really, our exclusion from the
event wasn’t the tragedy it seems like. Obama
was inaugurated without us, and I’ve been over-
whelmed by everything he’s done in his first
week in office.

My experience of the inauguration was just
as real as those who were on the mall. I was
there in the tunnel at 5AM with other unlucky
souls who received purple tickets.

II  wanted to be part of the crowd, and I was.
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Masterdating
Dating at Carleton is like crying hysterically

while masturbating: when you stop and think
about it for a second, it’s actually kind of strange.
Sasha made me stop and think (about dating, of
course) with her article the other week on the
crazy courting community at Carleton. But at the
same time, I think her “pros and cons of dating”
only scratched the surface of an entire iceberg of
creepy, legally dubious actions we take when a
certain someone makes us feel a certain some-
thing in a certain somewhere. I’d like to delve

deeply into that iceberg, to its Titanic-sinking
depths, and explore how some of my personal
practices can seem so objectively wrong, but feel
so natural. So natural that sometimes they makes
me want to cry. Hysterically.

What better place to start than the beginning,
before a word is spoken or a restraining order
issued? For the sake of brevity I will limit my
examples to those relating to Macbook laptops,
which always seem to play a part in these playful
parties.

We’ve all been there. You’re in the libe or
Sayles, surfin’ the web and mouthin’ some
Amen’s to Perez Hilton, when a particularly
attractive girl sits across from you and drops her
OneCard in your line of sight. There’s really no
other option, you need to know more about this
girl: What’s her major? What are her extra-curric-
ular activities? Why doesn’t she go to Olaf? So you
copy down her name into an email, and then send
it to yourself, all without ever making eye contact
with her. The email part is key, because it buys
you time while keeping a record of her name. In
other words, emailing will allow you reach a safe
environment where you can peruse her Facebook
page and relate to her LiveJournal outside of the
public eye. Even more crucially, sending yourself
an email will give you the excitement of receiving
a new message, which will become essential to
your self-esteem when you actually think about
what you just did.

This particular action comes about in more
desperate situations, when all future hopes of
actual face-to-face interaction seem slim. I’ve
also found that it works particularly well in Blue
Monday’s, where suspicion is low and everything’s
just a little more chill. Regardless of the venue,
seating is key; she must be situated directly
behind you. Once you are both in place, open up
that Macbook, click on Fotobooth, and wait until
both her and yourself are comfortably within the
image. Dim the brightness on the screen, mute
the volume (that countdown can be your undoing)
and SNAP THAT SHOT. Only later, once you have
safely returned to your dank den of despair, review
the photo and analyze every physical feature of
your subject. If you think you might have a chance
(you don’t), proceed to the first approach I
described. If she seems just a little too attractive,
no problem! Since you’re both in the image, foto-
booth allows you to change the background to a
rollercoaster ride or tropical island. Either way,
you two can finally have the illusion of a life you
never truly live!

This final approach is for those who take risks.
It is perhaps the most nuanced and challenging
tactic of all, because it requires some real-life
interaction between yourself and the subject. I’m
not saying you’ll ever need to talk her, because,
let’s be honest, you just can’t do that. But, you
will lock eyes. Before you reach for your inhaler,
let me explain: Sit down across from a hott babe
deeply immersed in her laptop, and you take out
your own. As you pretend to experience the World
Wide Web, shoot her an ever-so-slight glance at a
rate of one every five minutes. Continue this pat-
tern for about three hours, or until she leaves.
Come back to exactly the same spot exactly one
week later, and, increase the number of glances
incrementally (of course, situations may vary).
Keep this up for about a year or so, then switch
tables and open up Fotobooth.

It’s important to remember that these three tac-
tics may not always work as well for you as they
have for me. You might, unfortunately, find
yourself in a situation where verbal communica-
tion is unavoidable. In such cases, say some-
thing offensive.

Stalkermail She’s yo’ Foto-boo Staring at you, babe

BY ALEX GIBSON
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If you happen to be interested in bizarre or
kinky sexual acts, perhaps there is a way to fulfill
your desires without exposing yourself. Thanks to
the budding technology of networking, communi-
cating your sexual needs no longer needs to be an
intimate conversation with a loved one.
Craigslist’s “Casual Encounters” instead offers a
promise that you will (probably) never be rejected
face-to-face.

Take, for instance, this extremely specific
m4w request.

“Do you love to play Super Mario Brothers on
the Classic Nintendo System? Do you like to get
tagged from behind while you do it? This is the
post for you then...

You must know your way around the game
before we meet, must be open to anal sex, also
able to fake an orgasm is a plus...

I will send you the address to a hotel and a
room number. When you arrive the door will be
open. Please come in, close and lock the door and
close the shades if they are still open. I will be in
the bathroom and the door will be closed. Turn on
the TV and the Nintendo. Remove all of your
clothing. Turn off all lights in the room and kneel
down on the bed so you are directly in the light of
the TV. You need to be facing the TV with your
butt in the air pointed toward the pillows on the
bed…

When you reach the end of level one, make
sure to trigger the fireworks. This is vital to the
entire experience. I must hear the fireworks.
When level 2 begins and Mario walks into the
pipe, I will penetrate you. You may say things
like, "MORE," "HARDER,” "YES," "FUCK ME," but
nothing else. I will continue having sex with you

until the level ends. DO
NOT take the secret level
skip. If you die I will pull
out and spank you until
the level restarts…

When level 1-4 starts I
will alternate between
holes as I see fit. You may
beg me to cum inside or
outside of you, depending
on what you want. When
the boss falls and you
reach the princess I will
pull out and blow my load
where you have convinced
me I want to. You may
then say something like
"Thanks," "It was great," "I loved it," or "Don't
stop"…

I may come back out and talk to you as you
dress but the conversation will most likely be
short and revolve around scheduling another time
to get together.” Or...

“Girl seeking WoW player - w4m. Do you like
to PvP in the World of Warcraft? Do you want to
have sex with a girl playing arena in the eighteen-
hundreds bracket? Do you want to have sex with
me WHILE I play arena? Continue reading...

I will be playing my druid… she is in full
Season 3 and some Season 4. I play with another
female player on her warrior, but she is not going
to physically join us… she will be on vent or skype
listening in, but mostly her purpose will be to
keep the game going smoothly by letting me know
what is happening so I don't have to pay much
attention...

You must be ok with vaginal and anal pene-
tration, as well as eating me out, and you must be
able to finish on me twice within one hour.

Here’s what you have to do/have in order for
me to consider you:

- You must have at least one level 70 in equiv-
alent gear, maybe we can chat about it.

- You cannot be overweight, but also not the
muscle jock body type with a brain the size of a
pea. Chubby is BEST!

- You must be able to spell.”
These are some of the wilder ones, but it is

pretty commonplace to find listings like “Can I be
your Pumpkin? And “Secret Cervix Agent—Still
Looking!”

There have been so many conversations about
the internet changing the way we interact with
one another. In terms of sex, what do ads like
these say? Is craigslist liberating us sexually, or
just taking the meaning out of the act?

Fancy frostbite? Then broomball’s the sport for you.

For some Carleton students, winter term is
the actualization of Hell freezing over. Their days
consist of attempts to stay inside whenever possi-
ble, braving the tundra only for meals and the
occasional class. But there are those who, during
this time of hibernation, leave their warm beds a
little more frequently. Yes, now into our fourth
week of homework and cold, the intramural sports
season is well underway.

There are indoor sports to play, like basket-
ball, floor hockey and soccer, but, to find a true
IM athlete, one who really values his sport, you
must look outside the gym.

True IM athletes don’t play to receive atten-
tion, make headlines or travel. They aren’t in it
for the girls (or boys), or even those sweet water
bottles given to varsity athletes. IM athletes play
their games because they understand that a hard-

earned victory is equally valuable in any context
and in any environment…or maybe they simply
aren’t good enough at sports to play for a real
team. Maybe.

Whatever the reason, nowhere is the heart of
an IM athlete more evident than on the ice, the
home of winter term’s most popular IM sport,
broomball. Some might say this (really cold) game
is the poor man’s hockey but it has attracted all
types of student-athletes. There are fun teams,
like The Law, and serious ones, like Itchy Shirts.
There are experienced teams and beginners,
teams that are godly and those that are God-
awful. But every team has a few things in com-
mon: a love of the game, and a fancy for frostbite.

As some of the toughest athletes on campus,
broomballers often sustain nasty injuries, includ-
ing the dreaded broom to the teeth, as one poor

soul learned the hard way last week.
So far in the Softcore division Ballz Cold look

to be the favorites, while the Hardcore division
features intense competition all around. Last
year’s champions, the Jutones (who started three
years ago as the Freshmantones and are now the
Stones) might again be the team to beat.
Opposing team captain Jordan Epstein may have
described them best, saying, “The only things
they seem to lose are syllables from their name.”

Broomball, which originated just a few hours
north of Minnesota in the great mystery they call
Canada, has shown itself to be quite the popular
game on campus. If only we could figure out a
way to play the game while still looking so ridicu-
lous and out of control when the ice melts…
Anybody have a fleet of Segways we could borrow
for a spring season?

Guts, But No Glory BY JORDAN NARVEY

Exploring the world of internet personalsSUPER MARIO SEX SCENARIOS? BY J. WOODCOCK STRONG
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Paper (___ pages)
Presentation

Other
DefenseReligion 30

Hannah Campbell Gustafson is piecing together how women’s
different places and roles in society affect their religious experi-
ences. She’s comparing a Brazilian woman and an American
white woman. It’s called eco-feminist theology, and it’s not what
most would expect for a Religion comps.

Comps started this fall with the submission of a preliminary
proposal. The end goal of the Religion comps is to create an orig-
inal scholarly work, and the majors have all divided into small
groups to provide emotional support and peer-editing during the
process. Not only do the groups help each major through the
process, but Hannah says that the groups create a close bond
with the other majors. Their first draft of their paper is due in
two weeks.

In the spring, after practicing in front of their groups, each
major will give a talk explaining their research.

Paper (___ pages)
Presentation

Other
DefenseBiology 6

Try reading 100 scientific journal articles on
nerve regeneration and condensing them into five or
six pages. That’s what Leah Fox had to do for her
biology comps. Biology majors pick a question (usu-
ally one of 10) written by the department faculty that
come with a few review articles to kick off the
research.

“Then you start reading papers like mad,” said
Fox, describing the process in which she read hun-
dreds of journal articles on nerve regeneration in the
central nervous system after injury.

Fox then gave a half hour talk to a departmental
comps committee and friends this past week, after
which she defended her research and conclusions.
“Nerve cells don’t naturally regenerate in the central
nervous system, but do in the periferal nervous sys-
tem,” explained Fox, “My research was on why this
was the case and how we can manipulate the env-
iornment around injured neurons in the central nerv-
ous system to promote nerve repair.”

Paper (___ pages)
Presentation

Other
DefenseStudioArt

Aisling Quigley’s comps idea came to her in a dream. “You
can’t prepare for studio arts comps beforehand,” Quigley said, “I
started the first week screenprinting, which was a completely new
process for me and I was working mostly with surrealist imagery,
inspired by Dali.”

Quigley set out to “print” her vivid sleeping dreams and
became attracted to the image of a bird. One of her friends gave
her an encyclopedia of birds for her birthday in October and she
began drawing from the book. She ended up printing over 300
birds, a time-consuming process because each print is created
separately. She also switched to intaglio printmaking, a method
that involves putting a copper plate in acid and printing off of it.

As part of the department’s comps requirements, she also
wrote an artist’s statement describing her work. Right now,
Quigley’s prints are lining one of the walls of the senior studio in
Boliou. Studio art comps culminates in a senior art show during
spring term during which a gallery is set up displaying each grad-
uating senior’s project, which this year range from ceramic bowls
to printing on hemp canvas to ink drawings.

5

Paper
(___ pa

ges)Presen
tation

Other
Defens

e

Chemistr
y

COMPSFILES: BY DANIELLA DEFRANCO AND ALEX SCIUTO

You’re stressed about comps. So are your friends, but what exactly are
they stressed about? Don’t assume that each comps experience is iden-
tical. Many major’s comps have less than more in common with other
majors. Here’s a handy, transportable guide to a few of the majors.

Print by Aisling Quigley

All com
ps are

unique
, but n

ot all a
re crea

ted

equally
unique

. Chem
istry co

mps is
unique

. All th
e

majors
divide

into gr
oups o

f seven
or eigh

t, and

togethe
r they

dive in
to a sin

gle con
tempor

ary

chemis
t’s bod

y of wo
rk and

the wo
rks info

rming
his

or her
work.

Seiya M
edrano

’s grou
p is stud

ying th
e work

of

Nate L
ewis, a

chemis
t at Ca

lifornia
Institu

te of

Techno
logy wh

o has r
esearch

ed how light is
conver

t-

ed into ele
ctricity

, or as
Seiya s

ays stu
dying “

liquid

junctio
n interfa

ces.”

All this
winter

the gro
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tantly r

ead-

ing new
works b

y the a
uthor m

oving t
hrough

all thei
r

papers
. At th

e end of this
term or the

beginn
ing of

spring
term, t

he grou
p will pre

sent a
summa

ry of

their re
ading t

o the c
ommun

ity.

But the
most e

xciting
part of

the com
ps com

es

during
spring

term when the che
mist th

e group
has

studied
for mo

nths co
mes to

Carleto
n and meets

with them.
They h

ave a l
ong co

nversat
ion with the

chemis
t learn

ing how
modern

chemis
ts work

today.
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Paper (___ pages)
Presentation

Other
TestEnglish

Britta Anderson remembers watching an admissions video when she visited
Carleton that showed students studying together for the English department’s
comp exam. “Wow, these kids sit around and talk about books? I wanna do
that!” Anderson remembers.

She already wrote a paper for her Spanish comps, and now she’s gearing up
to take the English comps exam in the spring by meeting with a group several
times a week to discuss the reading list which this year includes William
Burroughs’ “Naked Lunch,” Chaucer, and “Frankenstein.” Students study
together in small groups and then take a weekend-long multiple choice and essay
exam after coming back from spring break. Tom Fry predicts that taking the
exam will be like “procrastination without the guilt” as students write two papers
during the course of a weekend.

But the English department offers not just one but two comps options (part
of what appealed to Anderson). Some English majors choose to write a long
essay of literary criticism, and others yet choose to take a creative spin on this
project. Evan Haine-Roberts is one of the first students to embark upon “cre-
ative comps,” something the department is still developing and structuring. He’s
working on a self-described “very long short story” inspired in part by what he
views as connections between postmodern and romantic literary movements.
Both “encourage you to violate common sense and natural perception and con-
sider other possibilities,” describes Haine-Roberts.

In his creative work, he’s writing about a character who embraces romance
novels as a way of knowing how to operate in the world. To Haine-Roberts, the
romance novel is “a type of literature and aesthetic that tells you exactly what to
feel” and he’s been reading up on criticism of romance novels as well as read-
ing postmodern romance stories like “The French Lieutenant’s Woman” and
“The Wide Sargasso Sea.” Along with his creative work, Haine-Roberts is also
working on an artist’s statement describing the process behind his work.

Paper (___ pages)
Presentation

Other
DefenseLanguage 30

Cathy Gallin, a Romance Languages special
major, is writing a paper on migration literature
in Spain that focuses on how language and cul-
ture interact. The authors she’s working with
write in Catalan and Castellano, dialects of
Spanish, and one of them throws in words in
Amaeze, a dialect of Arabic. “They use words
from other languages within the text, sometimes
with explanation and sometimes without. For
immigrants language is so important when com-
ing to a place, so I’m focused on this interaction
between language and identity.”

Gallin is writing her paper entirely in
Spanish; she will give a presentation in English
in the spring. “As opposed to people working in
classes or small groups, you really get to work
one-on-one with your comps advisor,” said
Gallin.

Meanwhile, Japanese major Mari Jo Long
can often be found in the library poring over
comic books. She is translating a manga version
of “The Tale of Genji,” a 1000 year old text
sometimes considered to be the world’s first
novel, and analyzing how the central female
character of Murasaki is portrayed in the 1000
year old novel versus the contemporary manga
version of the story.

Paper (___ pages)
Presentation

Other
Defense

Theater
Lizards, middle-ag

ed people, the be
ach— Annelise

Lawson juggled al
l these things plus

more while playin
g

the role of both a
ctress and produc

er of her own sho
w.

For her comps production, Lawson starred in

“Seascape,” Edw
ard Albee’s 1975

play she describe
s

as about “a mid
dle-aged couple arguing a

bout their

future together wh
ile picknicking at

the beach [who] a
re

suddenly interrup
ted by the appea

rance of Leslie a
nd

Sarah, two human-sized lizards who speak perfect

English and are trying to decide whether or not t
o

evolve.”
Theater majors ch

oose between acti
ng in or direct-

ing a production
for their comps; i

n the past studen
ts

have done one wo
man shows or dire

cted large ensemb
le

casts. “The thea
ter major is still v

ery young so there
’s

a lot of flexibility
and I assume that

if someone wante
d

to do stage writin
g or playwriting c

omps they could,
”

Lawson noted. Lawson described
the production as

a

student-driven, c
ollaborative effort made possible by

friends from the theater depart
ment who helped

in cast-

ing, directing, tec
h design and cost

umes. The play we
nt

up in Little Nours
e Theater 8th wee

kend of fall term.

Paper (___ pages)
Presentation

Other
Defense

Philosophy 18

What and how much can liberal demo
cracies demand of

people immigrating to t
heir countries? Total as

similation obvi-

ously can’t be demand
ed, Hannah Weinstein

says, but how

close can a country come before
it violates certain ethical

rules? Hannah is one of
two political philosophy

students in the

comps department, but all t
he Philosophy students must

endure one of the longe
st comps processes at

Carleton.

Most comps are worth
six credits, but once fi

nished, the

philosophy comps stud
ent will have earned n

ine credits: six

credits in the 399 Com
ps Seminar where they

create an origi-

nal philosophical argum
ent and support the o

ther compsing

majors, and three cred
its participating in the

defense of their

arguments in the spring
.

The Spring credits are
earned not just defending yo

ur

comps against faculty a
nd students, but prepar

ing for and par-

ticipating in others comps defense
s, asking questions and

making comments.

The end goal of the ph
ilosophy comps is for e

ach student

to have devised and to
have defended their ori

ginal philosphi-

cal arguement. “It ha
ppens. People come up with orignal

arguements,” Hannah s
aid.

Photo from Annelise Lawson’s
Comps Production
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The honeymoon is over. This past fall,
Carleton said goodbye, and to echo the common
student sentiment, “good riddance,” to Sodexho
and ended a decades-long relationship between
the college and its old food provider. Enter Bon
Appetit: shiny, new and bearing free-range, fair
trade, locally-grown promises. Carleton’s relation-
ship with Bon Appetit got off to a seemingly
smooth start, albeit with a few hitches— that
pesky policy about what you could take in and out
of the dining hall, and the general confusion of
any transition: “They put the peanut butter
where?” But now that Bon Appetit has been part
of the Carleton community for almost half a year,
unforeseen concerns have cropped up for students
and the company itself, particularly those con-
cerning labor relations.

Some factors to Bon Appetit’s rough reception
this term are normal; for example, Carleton wel-
comed back over 200 students from study abroad
programs this term, causing overcrowding at peak
dining hours. The laundry list of complaints on
behalf of students centers around long lines in the
dining halls and at the “café” formerly known as
the Snack Bar, a shortage of plates and cups, and
Bon Appetit’s refusal to permit backpacks or drink
containers in the dining halls. But we love the
food: “Nothing keeps me climbing like the
Carleton club wrap,” said Peter Bonamici ‘11. In
a strange but perhaps expected inversion, our
informal but extensive survey of students from all
class years concluded that students are for the
most part satisfied with Bon Appetit’s food
(whereas they once derided Sodexho’s fare) but
uneasy about Bon Appetit’s staffing decisions and

company policies. Students miss campus charac-
ters like Georgine and Elouise, former card
swipers in the dining halls instantly as recogniza-
ble by their first names as Madonna and Cher. In
a resignation letter The Carletonian published the
week of January 23, former cashier Elouise
Quinnel cited Bon Appetit’s “terrible new poli-
cies” as the main reason for her resignation.

But what are these new policies? Rumors
about Bon Appetit’s financial status and staffing
decisions consumed Carleton this week. In admit-
tedly simplified terms, the facts are these: Bon
Appetit works with both Carleton and St. Olaf
College, but Carleton’s dining staff has long been
unionized while St. Olaf’s is not. Carleton had a
seat at the bargaining table during union negotia-
tions with Sodexho, while Bon Appetit handles its
labor negotiations apart from the college. The
Sodexho dining staff formed part of the same
union as Carleton’s facilities staff, so whenever a
union rebid came up Carleton played a role in
these negotiations. Now, Carleton does not have a
contractual say in how much dining hall workers
will be paid. In addition, Bon Appetit went over
budget fall term, leaving fewer funds available for
winter and spring terms. In recent weeks, Bon
Appetit successfully rebid a new union contract,
cutting back full-time positions from 40 to 37.5
hours per week. The company’s policy at Carleton
is to not pay over-time, meaning that many full
time workers who depended on a few extra hours
a week experienced a decrease in their wages.

This past Monday, the general manager of Bon
Appetit operations at Carleton, Allison Albritton,
presented the results of the union rebid at the

weekly CSA meeting. Bon Appetit management
handed out a flyer detailing the consequences of
the union rebid, noting that during this process
“the union employees sign up for the job classifi-
cation, position, and schedule that they desire
according to their seniority. Because of this, when
the newer employees go to bid for a position, they
may not have the opportunity to bid for their pre-
vious position and maybe have to sign up for a
schedule that has reduced hours or is in another
classification which has a different wage attached
to it.” In a later interview with Albritton and din-
ing services manager Katie McKenna (formerly a
Bon Appetit employee at St. Olaf), we discussed
what this means.

“When we took over Carleton we came in and
negotiated our bargaining agreement, where said
we need a baker, lead baker, exhibition cook, cook
1, cook 2-- and each of those has a specific job
wage,” explained Allbritton. McKenna explained
that seniority (how long a worker has been with
the union, not necessarily time at Carleton) gave
workers more weight in choosing their schedules
and positions. During this process, Bon Appetit
still had need for more staff and hired people
from the outside. Toward the end of fall term,
Allbritton related, “one of the things the union
and their representatives said is that they would
like us to rebid the whole schedule because some
people said they felt their skills set didn’t match
their job because they didn’t really know what
their job was because it’s a whole new company
and position.” (Think of Georgine filling salt shak-
ers while swiping cards). Allbritton described how
this, combined with the fact that Bon Appetit’s

BY DAN CURME, DANIELLA DE FRANCO AND KELLY O’BRIEN

LLeess  pprroobbllèèmmeess  ddee  BBoonn  AAppppeettiitt

When Carleton’s new relationship with Bon Appetit was announced, many students were
excited about the company’s sustainable policies and fresh ingredients. Then came
reports of cut worker hours and closed-off labor negotiations. The Carl speaks with Bon
Appetit representatives about the policies that have students up in arms.
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budget was in arrears due to lots of overtime
worked in the fall, led to “a [reduction] in every-
body’s hours instead of letting people go so that
we could keep people on payroll.”

When asked about rumors concerning pay
cuts, general manager Allbritton responded that
“the concern we think [full time workers] are hav-
ing is that they feel like they’ve lost wages. And
the reason they probably feel that way is that
when we came in there was a lot of overtime being
worked by them. We’ve had to cut out all of over-
time this term and next term and going forward.”
She added that due to the seniority system of the
new schedule, some workers had to take different
positions with a different pay rate, for example “a
cashier at Sayles Hill had to take a $4/hour pay-
cut because all of those positions were filled and
she had to be a line server and the pay was dif-
ferent, so I think some of them are feeling that
they might have lost wages that way.” In place of
overtime, Bon Appetit has a part-time and on-call
list of workers who fill empty time shifts.

Evan Rowe ‘09 is a current CSA Senator and
formed part of the committee (comprised of stu-
dents and staff) that helped select Bon Appetit as
Carleton’s new food service provider. He noted
that “as a student who’s been on board for three
years I think food quality has definitely increased,
there’s a better variety of foods available and I
can tell they’re using higher quality ingredients

than Sodexho.” He characterized the Sodexho-
Bon Appetit transition as “a little rocky,” jokingly
comparing the high expectations for Bon Appetit
to those for President Barack Obama’s new
administration. Rowe attributes current concerns
to poor communication. “Bon Appetit should have
explained their policies better. What happened in
the spring as far as I could tell is that the college
really hadn’t done its homework in terms of the
outcome. Bon Appetit thought it was going to be
easier than it was. ‘We’re already at Olaf, how
hard is the transition into Carleton going to be?’”
At the same time, Rowe cautioned against a rush
to judgment against Bon Appetit, wondering what
role students can play in terms of affecting labor
relations: “Is it really the role of students to run
the employee affairs of the college?”

Some students find that they can’t help but
being concerned about the way Bon Appetit runs
its business. Student dining hall managers often
find themselves caught in the crossfire between
Bon Appetit as a corporate entity and the interests
of the full-time staff they work and interact with
on a daily basis. A student dining hall manager,
speaking under the condition of anonymity, noted
that for student workers, not much has changed in
the dining service transition: “If anything, we
don’t do as much clean up any more which is
actually much more beneficial for our workers,”
the student manager noted, describing how Bon

Appetit hired full time dish room staff and a sep-
arate utility or clean-up staff. Another student
manager characterized the current employee situ-
ation as “understaffed, but not in crisis mode
yet.”

Last week, the students managers as a group
wrote a letter addressed to Vice President for
Student Development and Dean of Students
Hudlin Wagner and Vice President and Treasurer
Fred Rogers voicing their concerns about how
workers are being treated under Bon Appetit. The
student managers interviewed expressed regret at
not communicating with Bon Appetit management
first, but called for greater transparency and
explanations for Bon Appetit’s policies. “Bon
Appetit is a business, they intend to make money
and to make money the need to have some control
over their personnel decisions. Still, I think it’d be
nice if they’d explain a bit more, maybe, and I
think that’s a problem that most students here
have,” said one student manager. Another noted:
“I'd rather have disgruntled Carleton students
than poorly treated workers. It would be great if
we could meet a ground where both needs are
met. But [Bon Appetit] is a part of the Carleton
community as much as students or staff are.” The
student managers stated several ways Bon Appetit
and the student body could improve relations,
from simple things such as allowing students to
bring reusable mugs into the dining hall (Bon

“Is it really the role of students to run
the employee affairs of the college?”
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Appetit does not provide disposable paper
cups due to environmental concerns) to establish-
ing better communication between the company
and students.

One student manager felt uncomfortable
about perceived secrecy surrounding Bon
Appetit’s recent labor decisions. “It seems kind of
secretive. I don't think they mean to be, but I
don't think they anticipated how much students
would want to know about their policies beyond
how the food tastes. Because the food's great.
That's one thing that's different in day-to-day
operations: they make everything from scratch.
The chef will decided to make something totally
new, whereas Sodexho had a pre-set cycle of
recipes…So if the main goal of food services is to
provide food, they've done a really good job. But
if you want to know more than that, they could
have done a better job of communicating what
they were planning to do.”

In our interview with Allbritton, she also
expressed the urgent need for better communica-
tion. She noted that she planned on posting bet-
ter signs in the dining halls, increasing communi-
cation via e-mails to the student body, and
attending CSA meetings. “Even if we’re just Bon
Appetit and Carleton, we’re still community. We
want to interact with you and be part of your com-
munity, whatever we can do to make you feel at
ease,” Allbritton said. She characterized campus

talk about Bon Appetit as a classic game of tele-
phone, stressing that Bon Appetit wants to play a
positive role in the campus community. McKenna,
the dining services manager, added that she
thought students may not be fully aware of the
though behind Bon Appetit’s policies. An integral
part of the reason Bon Appetit’s food service was
chosen by the search committee was the compa-
ny’s voiced commitment to sustainability and
local food growers. In response to concerns about
the snack bar, which some students deride as a
“mini dining hall” that serves mostly full meals
instead of easily portable food, dining services
manager McKenna exclaimed that “we went in
there and just saw packaged, pre-processed
foods!” She noted that students may not be fully
aware of Bon Appetit’s sustainability policies. For
example, tuna melts don’t exist at the snack bar
any more because Bon Appetit agreed that pro-
teins used in the Snack Bar would only be locally
purchased and although Minnesota is the land of
10,000 lakes, locally grown tuna doesn’t exist.
“Our company as Bon Appetit is different from
Sodexho-- everything from scratch, we roast our
bones, make our stock, make our soup, fresh veg-
etables, nothing out of can,” McKenna said,
emphasizing Bon Appetit’s voiced commitment to
local farmers and the local community in general.
Mari Jo Long ’09 is off-board but describes her
appreciation for Bon Appetit’s food: “I always try

to eat as much as I can whenever I get a swipe at
the dining hall and I don’t like how they ration the
portions because I have to keep on going back for
more. I especially love the pan-Asian food at the
LDC.”

At this point you’re probably wondering what
the full time Bon Appetit staff thinks, as they are
at the center of this discussion but seem to lack
a voice. We attempted to speak with various cur-
rent full-time Bon Appetit employees for this arti-
cle but could not receive comments on the situa-
tion. Several workers expressed hesitation at com-
menting due previous bad experiences with speak-
ing to student publications or for fear of losing
their jobs, an understandable response in times of
economic strife.

In the spring, amidst concerns that Sodexho
workers choosing to stay at Carleton would lose
benefits amidst the transition to Bon Appetit,
Emily Tragert ’09 helped organize a group of stu-
dents that raised awareness about workers’ rights.
“We were really concerned because it seemed to
us that Bon Appetit was going to be disregarding
lots of the rights that they had, things like wages
and health care and leave,” said Tragert. “I guess
I just really hope that all the organizing we did
and all the people we mobilized was not for noth-
ing and that students will pay attention now and
not just let this go because they’re already here.”

Les problèmes de Bon Appetit continued

“I don’t think they anticipated how
much students would want to know
about their policies beyond how the

food tastes”
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Veterans in Search of Shelter in Greater Minnesota

Portraits of
Home II:
Veterans in
Search of Shelter
in Greater
Minnesota, cur-
rently on display
in the Gould
Library, is an
exhibit depicting
various U.S. vet-
erans who fell
though the
cracks after their
service ended,
and are currently
jobless or home-

less. The collection features photographs from six
artists: Carlos Gonzales, Stormi Greener, Brian
Lestebeg, Scott Steble, Cathy ten Broeke, and
Chante Wolf.

This show is the second in the Portraits of
Home series, which displayed in 2005. The earli-
er exhibit documented homeless men, women,
and children around the Greater Minnesota area.
In fact, Stormi Greener and Cathy ten Broeke par-
ticipated in the original show.

This second, current exhibit is more focused,
and, in many ways, more political. The exhibit
focuses on specific veterans, all presented by the
first names, such as “Danny.” At times, there are
several photos of the same vet, at times only one,
but in all cases, each veteran has a quote, or an
inscription beneath the picture with a brief biog-
raphical note. It is these inscriptions that, per-
haps, evoke the most pathos from the viewer.

Many tell stories of homeless veterans struggling
with unemployment, battling illnesses such as
PTSD, or living in their cars. The photos offer lit-
tle comfort, as most of them show dejected faces
staring from behind old unpainted window panes
or sitting alone in sparsely furnished rooms. The
few direct quotations from the subjects are par-
ticularly depressing. “I used to find a lot of peace
on the street,” explains one of the veterans,
“because most everybody that I ever met out there
was a veteran.”

However, the show does more than just evoke
pity for the veterans or frustration with the gov-
ernment, it educates and tells a story. Unlike a
propaganda poster, it, not to sound overly cheesy,
shows instead of telling. The photos demonstrate
veterans in their given surroundings, presenting
us with a glimpse of reality - no shots of Uncle
Sam here. Although the show dramatizes, it does
not lie. I didn’t know anything about the fate of
veterans after armed serivce. Now I know some-
thing.

Although there are many pieces that are strik-
ing, there were several that I found especially
haunting. One of these is Scott Streble’s Oja,
which is a large black-and-white close up of a vet-
eran. Another piece that stuck with me is Danny
by Brian Lesteberg, which depicts a young veter-
an, easily a boy fresh out of college, leaning
against a car parked by a Wal-Mart. As the photo-
graph note explains, Danny is homeless, and has
been living in his car for several weeks. Yet anoth-
er photograph, which had stared at me for several
days as I passed by it at the library is Willy, by
Cathy ten Broeke. Willy had enlisted, was diag-
nosed with bi-polarity, and consequentially dis-

charged. In the photograph, he sits in front of
what looks like a bunk bed at a hostel, probably
his current home. I can’t really say that I
“enjoyed” any of the images, but they did leave
an impression on me, in their own way.

This exhibit, sponsored by the Greater
Minnesota Housing Fund, highlights several other
organizations engaged in helping the veterans.
One of these is the Minnesota Veterans Assistance
Council. Others include the Veterans
Administration Medical Centers as well as the
Center of Human Environment. The fact that there
are several organizations looking for help is prom-
ising, especially in light of this exhibit.

The show is on display at Carleton until March
1st, so do stop by on your way and give it your
attention. This may not be the happiest exhibit
you will see, but it is certainly one that you
shouldn’t skip over.

Portaits of Home II:

Amazon Editors’
Top Ten of 2008

The editors have spoken. Now you can enjoy.

1. The Northern Clemency
By Philip Hensher

2.Hurry Down Sunshine
By Michael Greenberg

3. Nixonland: The Rise of a President and the
Fracturing of America
By Rick Perlstein

4. The Forever War
By Dexter Filkins

5. The Story of Edgar Sawtelle: A Novel
By David Wroblewski

6. The Likeness: A Novel
By Tana French

7. Serena: A Novel
By Ron Rash

8. So Brave, Young and Handsome: A Novel
By Leif Enger

9. The Lazarus Project
By Aleksandar Hemon

10. The Ten-Cent Plague: The Great Comic-
Book Scare and How It Changed America
By David Hajdu

BY SASHA KOROBOVA

Timothy by Chante Wolf
Danny by Brian Lestebeg
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Dan Lacey is Elko, Minnesota’s foremost
Internet-based political painter. That may not
sound like a lot, but look at what’s in this article,
and you’ll understand why his work has been fea-
tured in Gawker, The National Review and The
Village Voice. The Carl caught up with Dan at his
Elko home, to ask him about his recent work.

The Carl: So this one is probably your most
famous work. Is there a story behind it?

Dan Lacey: This is the first time I put Barack on
a unicorn, and it definitely resonated. It was
picked up on blogs and reported on. I guess I can

understand why. Personally, I think it’s a mon-
strosity. I mean- look at the hands, his body. It’s
a terrible painting.

I painted it on that day, June 3, and packed
my things to go up to St. Paul to sell the Obama
Prays paintings [the second to last painting –Ed.]
It just sort of came to me. I painted it really fast.

Maybe part of why it’s so popular- the badness
of it. A lot of conservatives picked up on it. It fit
into their whole criticism of him being this “sav-
ior” for a lot of people. A lot of liberals appreciat-
ed it too- just the humor of it- but when I was
painting it first, I definitely had criticism in mind.

C: And this one here, what was your inspiration for
this one of Bush?

L: This sort of encapsulates the feelings of a lot of
conservatives have for Bush. It’s a nice impres-
sionistic piece. It captures a certain joy he pos-
sesses.

C: That’s interesting. When I showed it to a bunch
of my liberal friends, they had the opposite reac-
tion. They thought it captured the snickering, frat-
boy image they had of Bush.

L: Yeah, I guess it could be read that way. But the
original was meant to be a positive, nice portrait
of the President.

C: Wow, this one’s a doozy. Let’s see what we
have here.

L: Yeah, I did this just a couple days ago. What
you see is Barack and his unicorn, guiding Sully
and the plane to safety on the Hudson.

C: Is that, um, Mount Rushmore behind them?

L: Yeah, yeah it is. Well, originally it was sup-
posed to be passengers. The one second-from-the
left was supposed to be a homeless guy. They
were all supposed to be different people, but it
didn’t really work out. So I made it into Mount
Rushmore. I guess it kind of makes sense, with

Politics, Pancakes and Unicorns

BY JAMES HANNAWAY

An interview with Dan Lacey
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Barack’s connection to Lincoln and all.

C: What’s on the far left? The ominous looking
face over there?

L: That was originally supposed to be a girl, but I
turned her into the creature from the Black
Lagoon. I guess it works, you know, with Barack
being the first black president.

C: This appears to be Sarah Palin with pancakes
on her head.

L: Yeah, what can I say? The painting says it all.
I mean, I’m a conservative but there was just

something about her… I felt I had to portray her
in this light.

C: Do you feel like the act of putting pancakes on
someone’s head is a negative thing? I noticed
that’s a common thing in the work--bunnies with
pancakes on their heads, Mother Theresa with a
pancake on her head…

L: It can be a negative thing, and in this case it
is. It can also be a neutral thing, in some circum-
stances. There are also circumstances where- oh,
I think we’re theorizing too much. They’re just
pancakes.

C: This painting also seems to be pretty popular-
almost as much as your original Obama-on-a-

unicorn.

L: Well, it’s based on a well-used photograph of
Obama, so maybe that’s why you think that. But
it’s also one of my top sellers on eBay. People are
obviously crazy for Obama stuff these days, and
this is how I’m meeting people’s needs.

This is one of those paintings where I’d love
to do a big painting on a canvass. If someone
would commission me to do that, I’d love to. Most
of my work is actually very small. That’s just the
necessity of painting these days- it costs a lot,
and takes a lot of time to make.

I like the guy. I think he’s a good Christian,
and I wish him the best. I also do a version of this
painting with a pancake on his head.

C: I also saw you had a long-running cartoon on
your website, faithmouse. What happened with
that?

L: If I had any regrets about anything, it’s that
faithmouse didn’t work out. I had the problem of
not having any place to put it. Basically, none of
the Christian websites wanted it because it some-
times was self-critical, or funny in a way that did-
n’t sit right with them. It’s a huge problem- I real-
ly want to explore evangelical Christianity and how
it interacts with the “real world.” Right now,
there’s no place for that in the conservative
Christian community.
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The idea of Andrew Bird is hard to dislike. In
a time when musicianship has become a mostly
subjective term, he’s the consummate musician,
a conservatory-trained violinist who can play three
instruments at the same time better than most
can play any one. He’s smart. He’s funny. He’s
reinvented himself at least as many times as Beck
has. In short, he’s a critic’s dream, a guy whose
talent and singular vision are at least as fun to
talk about as his music. This is the only reason I
can think of for the rash of lukewarm to positive
reviews of Bird’s latest album, Noble Beast: peo-
ple seem to be so enchanted by Bird himself that
they haven’t noticed the distinct musical land-
scape that he created on Weather Systems and
The Mysterious Production of Eggs devolution into
a parody of itself. Instead of clinging to the hack-
neyed tropes of the real world on Noble Beast,
Bird has hackneyed his own, and in the process
has released some of the most unmistakable
schlock of 2009.

There was a time when Andrew Bird didn’t
sound like he was blowing himself on record. A
long time, actually. Up until last year’s Armchair
Apocrypha, he had yet to make an album that did-

n’t set out in a
new musical
direction. To
listen to an
Andrew Bird
album was to
join him in the
discovery of
new sounds. It
was fun, it was
interesting, and
most of the
time, the song-
writing was
strong. This is
precisely why
his latest album
is so disap-
pointing. It’s
painful to hear
how tired all of
Bird’s once-
c h a r m i n g
q u i r k s — t h e
classical sensi-
bilities, the eso-
teric vocabu-
lary, that whis-
tle—have come
to sound on

Noble Beast. It’s simply the worst album he’s ever
released, one devoid of the pluck and smart
songcraft that he’s made his name with.

This isn’t to say that Noble Beast is bad—it’s
just infuriatingly mediocre. Bird is too good at
what he does to make a truly terrible song, but
much like the aforementioned Beck, he seems to
have lost either the ability or the desire to make
music that is interesting to anyone but himself.
Also like Beck, Bird now seems to be riding on the
wave of goodwill that his compelling back cata-
logue has generated. Andrew Bird The Innovator
is still a popular enough icon that his longtime
fans seem loathe to acknowledge the new Andrew
Bird—the one that hasn’t changed his sound
since 2003’s Weather Systems, or released an
interesting album since 2005’s The Mysterious
Production of Eggs.

All of this might be admissible, or at least for-
givable, if any part of Noble Beast were worth lis-
tening to. None are. While the instrumentation
and general aesthetic of the album recalls much
of Bird’s recent work, it never improves upon it.
Indeed, it falls uniformly short of almost every-
thing else he’s released. Even when compared to
one another, most of the album’s tracks fail to

distinguish themselves. They lead in with soft vio-
lin/whistle hooks, build to a mezzo forte, and exit
in much the same way they entered, hardly ever
bothering to leave any kind of impression.

To be fair, Bird has made a few noticeable
adjustments to his sound. He’s cut back on
drums, added a lot more acoustic guitar, and
infused a bit of Latin flair into a few songs, but
none of these changes manage to register as any-
thing but a small distraction from the tedium of
actually listening to the music. Indeed, these
changes are so minor that they sound something
like apologies, lazy attempts to make the pro-
ceedings sound more interesting than they are.
The same can be said for the album’s spotless
production. Instead of making the music more
immediate, it lends already joyless songs an
almost Orwellian feeling of exactitude.

And then there are the lyrics. Bird has always
preferred polysyllabic wordplay to clarity of
expression, and through Armchair Apocrypha, he’s
managed to piece together affective semblances
of meaning from elaborate puns and unlikely
rhymes. On Noble Beast, he pushes his wordplay
far beyond the boundaries of taste, to the point
that most songs’ meanings cease to matter. On
“Tenuousness,” Bird makes a tired story seem
slightly newer by telling it extremely pompously:
“Tenuous at best was all he had to say/ when
pressed about the world, that is/ from proto-
Sanskrit Minoans to Porto-centric Lisboans/ Greek
Cypriots and harbor sorts who hang around in
ports a lot… Love and hate acts as an axis/ so pro-
create and pay your taxes.” Maybe it’s the fact
that this kind of name/word dropping fills nearly
every line of Noble Beast, maybe it’s the fact that
he already wrote an historical treatise on the fick-
leness of human nature (“Scythian Empires”), I
don’t really care; this shit wears me out.

Perhaps the perfect summation of the new
Andrew Bird, his musical obsolescence, his aca-
demic withdrawal from humanity, is
“Anonanimal,” his possibly-self-referential medi-
tation on selling out. “I will become this animal,”
he mumbles over a supremely boring soundscape,
“Perfectly adapted to a music hall/ anomalous
appendages/ a non-animal.” About halfway
through the song, the album unleashes its only
surprise, a legitimate rock breakdown that’s excit-
ing for the mere fact that it’s familiar. It’s a
breath of fresh air that’s soured by the sad real-
ization it brings: after a decade of following his
own singular muse, the only way Andrew Bird can
connect with his audience is by sounding like
someone else.

Feature Album Review: Noble Beast

BY TOM FRY
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Winter is the time for stark, depressing
breakup albums, and 2008 was bookended by two
notable examples: Bon Iver’s For Emma, Forever
Ago, and Kanye West’s 808s and Heartbreak,
which in their own ways each suited the season.
For Emma, Forever Ago was famously written dur-
ing a period where songwriter Justin Vernon
locked himself away in a remote Wisconsin cabin,
something that seemed perfectly mirrored in its
folksy desperation. Meanwhile, 808s and
Heartbreak used Auto-Tune and austere electron-
ica to the effect of glacial emotional desolation.
The Blood Bank EP is, in a way, an answer to both
of these albums, creating another approach to
emotionally dense but sonically austere folk.

The Blood Bank EP is supposed to be Bon
Iver’s answer to the wintry desolation of For
Emma, Forever Ago, and it certainly shows a pro-
gression in tone. The EP also makes a literal pro-
gression in subject matter, giving it a cohesive
thematic arc that, at just under 17 minutes, begs
a full listen.

The first song, “Blood Bank,” was recorded at
the same time as For Emma, Forever Ago, and it
contains some of the breakup vitriol and narrative
tension of that earlier material. “Well, I met you
at the blood bank,” Vernon begins his creepy,
foreboding love story, which progresses over
steady pop until fading on the pivotal statement:
“I know it well/That secret that you know/But you
don’t know how to tell.” As the song ends in ambi-
guity, the distortion and the drums mount in the
background, ushering in the sounds of a larger
band and concluding the song’s ominous plot.

“Beach Baby” and “Babys” add piano and
drums to the stripped-down Bon Iver sound, turn-
ing the remote, pessimistic cabin feel of the
music into a tentative, slowly growing strain of
optimism that threatens to break down said
cabin’s door. This becomes fairly explicit as
“Babys” builds as an anthem around the phrase
“summer comes to multiply.” And then, at the
point where usually a song would climax, it stops,
the symbolic door is thrown open, and some shit
goes down.

“Woods,” which in its title makes the
metaphor of emerging from a cabin complete, is
the most ballsy and interesting song of the album:
a completely a capella song, four lines long,
almost unrecognizably distorted through Auto-
Tune and essentially looped over itself in multiple
pitches to create a heavily textured sound. On one
hand, it’s something almost anyone could do with
ProTools and Auto Tune, but it’s also one of the
most creative uses anyone’s found for said tools.
Much in the way that Kanye West used Auto-Tune
to communicate emotional distance and vacuity,
“Woods” does this, but better, emptier, and more
depressing. It’s a song that seems to echo end-
lessly over snow drifts, while Kanye is stuck in an
ice cave.

Ultimately, The Blood Bank EP is hardly less
emotional than For Emma, Forever Ago, but it is a
step forward, both in overcoming the pivotal
breakup and in developing a new sonic palette for
Bon Iver. It proves an engaging album and a
pleasant listen, and, perhaps most importantly,
adds to the canon of bleak breakup music to walk
around listening to in the depths of winter.

Known to most Carleton students as the friendly
face of the Math Skills Center and to more still as an
energetic aerobics instructor, Russ Petricka is a
Carleton legend. But while some may be familiar
with his uptempo stepping songs, the true man, and
his personal soundtrack, remains somewhat of an
enigma. Until now. Fortunately, Russ was kind
enough to sit down with The Carl and reveal more of
the man, and the music, behind the math.

Russ Petricka’s Top 6 Songs:

-George Gershwin, “Rhapsody In Blue”
-Nat King Cole, “As Time Goes By”
-Frank Sinatra, “You Make Me Feel So Young”
-Neal Diamond, “Song Sung Blue”
-James Taylor, “Sweet Baby James”
-Billie Holiday, “Stormy Weather”

AS TOLD TO BEATRICE WHITE

Making Lists: Russ
Petricka’s Favorite
Songs

Let me begin by saying that I have no invest-
ment in Lil’ Wayne. I like Tha Carter III. I think it
is good. More than that, I believe the friends of
mine who know much more about hip hop than I
do that when they say it is great—that Lil’ Wayne
is a genius. But my favorite albums of 2008 were
mostly about loud guitars, and his music is ulti-
mately something I can take or leave. If this
sounds like it makes me relatively unqualified to
review "Prom Queen," the first track from his
upcoming rock album to hit the internet, you have
probably not heard "Prom Queen," a baffling mis-
step that may short-circuit the critical functioning
of most diehard Weezy fans, who’ll likely lash out

at others or blame themselves in search of an
explanation. It's my hope that my distance from
Lil’ Wayne's music allows me to assess it in less
personal terms.

“Prom Queen” is a bad Lil’ Wayne song, but it
is also a bad rock song, a bad pop song, and a bad
song about prom queens. Since Wayne is crossing
genres, it's difficult to say how much of a step
down the track is (a lateral move, technically?).
But as guitar music, it is terrible. Lil’ Wayne has
cited Nirvana as an influence, but the playing on
"Prom Queen," is pure early '00s nu-metal. (When
the best thing going for your song is that Fred
Durst isn’t on it, you’re in trouble.) The song
begins with a sub-Korn non-riff, and proceeds to
not really go anywhere. The guitars are too com-
pressed, the rhythm section plods along, and
there’s little real force or urgency in any of it.

Lil’ Wayne uses Auto-Tune throughout “Prom
Queen,” and although the processed vocals sound

out of place on a rock track, they’re maybe the
song’s best element. An autotuned burp/groan
midway through might even be the highlight, and
it’s more fun to follow Wayne’s bizarre inflections
than it is listening to most contemporary hard
rock singers. What’s really disappointing in the
song are his words, especially given Lil’ Wayne’s
obvious rhyming prowess. “Prom Queen” borrows
not just guitar tones from nu-metal but its entire
adolescent sensibility, and the lyrics read like the
most banal kind of angsty, suburban male wish-
fulfillment tale: a girl turns him down, gets
burned by other guys, and comes crawling back.
“She didn’t think I could play the part,” Wayne
says, “but now the prom queen is cryin’/sittin’
outside of my door.” It’s all weirdly very boring.
Did the most intriguing rapper in America really
grab a guitar just to write the nu-metal “Under My
Thumb”?

Track Review: Lil’
Wayne’s “Prom Queen”
BY GREG HUNTER

Album Review: Blood Bank EP
BY KYLE KRAMER
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Confessions of a
Celluloid Junkie
BY ANDREAS STOEHR

Christmas on Mars is
a lump of coal

Wanda

BY FRANK FIRKE
A recently divorced woman meets a crimi-

nal as he’s robbing a bar. They flee together – but
this is hardly Bonnie and Clyde, as he’s abusive
toward her and she’s apathetic about everything,
including her own well-being. This is Wanda
(1970), written and directed by Barbara Loden,
the wife of Elia Kazan, who also plays the title
character. After being kicked out by her husband,
she wanders out of the Pennsylvania coal fields,
meeting men who sleep with her and then desert
her, but she never complains. Filmed in a messy
style akin to that of John Cassavetes, it’s a subtle,
meandering look at a hopelessly lost woman.
Wanda was added last week to the Carleton
library’s collection, so give it a look.

The dawn of sound kept many cameras
fixed in place, but this didn’t stop former theater
director Reuben Mamoulian, whose film debut
Applause (1929) has a camera that follows the
action and draws shots out to the point of
incredulity. The plot concerns Kitty Darling, a bur-
lesque star past her prime, who makes every effort
to keep her daughter out of show business, only to
be thwarted by her manipulative, domineering
boyfriend, who insists that the daughter become a
dancer for his own lecherous reasons. The film,
which led Mamoulian to be declared the “first
underground director,” is overflowing with beauti-
ful urban photography, and as if that weren’t
enough, it provides an ideal companion piece to
the Modernizing Melodrama exhibit, as it’s got
heightened emotions, noble sacrifices, and com-
pressed timelines galore.

There is a myth in old Serbia that before
King John converted the heathens, they would
practice grisly rituals off in the wilderness and
even, at times, would transform into cats! At least,
that’s the premise of Cat People (1942), the first
of the renowned Val Lewton horror movies. With no
stars, few sets, and some creepy shadows, the film
creates a dark world permeated with quasi-sexual
terror. The plot is simple: boy meets girl. Girl is
afraid she’ll turn into a giant cat. Boy cheats on
girl with other girl. Girl turns into giant cat (or does
she?). Throw in a horny therapist, a wellspring of
subconscious resentment, and one scary swimming
pool, and you’ve got one of the best horror films of
the 1940s. I’ve watched Cat People twice and it
just begs to be watched more; Lewton produced a
nearly unrelated sequel shortly thereafter, and in
the ‘80s, Paul Schrader made what sounds like a
semi-pornographic remake, but in the original lies
simplicity, and more than enough erotic tension.

Christmas on Mars, the long-time-coming
movie by Oklahoma indie rock band the Flaming
Lips, screened at the Cave on January 15th to a rel-
atively small but involved crowd. That might be the
only way to describe what happened without ventur-
ing into the realm of the avant-garde, the surreal, or
the simply odd.

For those in the dark, the Flaming Lips are
a science-fictiony and psychedelic rock band whose
most well-received album is called Yoshimi Battles
the Pink Robots and might be best known for their
live shows featuring costumes, confetti, crazy light
shows, oodles of pyrotechnics, and frontman Wayne
Coyne crowd-surfing in a hamster ball. That was
more or less what I knew going in, but the film
turned out to be self-contained.

For an undetermined reason (either avant-
garde or technical difficulties), the feature was pre-
ceded by 27 minutes of looping static, backed by
classical music with occasional flashes of color.
Also before the main event was a series of short
messages exhorting us to engage in a variety of
unconventional movie watching techniques, includ-
ing smoking and having sex, but mostly to enjoy
ourselves.

The basic plot of the movie follows a num-
ber of humans living in a complex on Mars on
Christmas Eve. The machinery keeping them alive
starts to fail, a number of crew members are going
or have gone insane, and the man who was sup-
posed to play Santa Claus takes a walk outside with-
out a space suit.

The whole film is claustrophobic, and
between the black-and-white film and jittery cine-
matography it's easy to see why the characters are
going insane. Perhaps showing us this disturbing
reality is the point of the film; at less than 90 min-
utes and without much exposition, it's hard for me
to guess at exactly what the point was.

It's difficult for me to maintain a constant
perspective on the film—after it was over, I consid-
ered it to be one of the three or five weirdest I'd
ever seen, but thinking about it with a little bit of
distance makes it seem less profoundly strange and
more of an amusingly odd footnote. If you like odd
movies or the Flaming Lips, Christmas on Mars is
worth checking out at least in order to have your
own opinion on it, but I doubt it will be entering the
canon of classic films, even classic odd films.
Simply put, I think it lacks the charm that would
make it fun to watch again and again to try to
deconstruct it, which relegates it to footnote status.

Christmas on Mars

Notorious

CINEMA
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Correspondence review of Notorious
BY DANIELLA DE FRANCO AND ARON FEINGOLD

1.
My first take on Notorious is that it was a surprising-
ly balanced portrayal of Biggie (considering that the
movie was produced by Diddy aka Puff Daddy and
Biggie's own mother, Voletta Wallace). I thought
there was too much emphasis on the East Coast/West
Coast rivalry, though, and without taking a side—it
could be have been more polemic without sacrificing
its audience (which at this particular showing includ-
ed several babies and a dozen toddlers). Instead, I
think the artistic element got sacrificed—the best
scenes for me were the fictionalized accounts of how
Biggie wrote his songs. These moments really got
people dancing in their seats. I might recommend
this movie for Biggie beginners. Conspiracy theorists
may be disappointed by the largely positive portrayal
of Tupac (although not of Death Row Records). Your
thoughts?

2.
I do agree with your initial impression that Notorious was a less biased look at Biggie's life
than I would have expected given the producers and crew of the movie. Biggie was not only
portrayed as the hip-hop legend that he is, but also as a man with his share of internal
struggles—undoubtedly the source of his artistry. He knew how to bust a rhyme, that's for
sure, but he also dealt drugs (including to a pregnant woman), carried illegal firearms,
cheated on his wife, and lied to his mom. However, Biggie is not only depicted as a thug
from Brooklyn who knew how to rap—far from it, in fact. He experiences genuine reflective
moments in the film where he mourns his mother's diagnosis with breast cancer and regrets
his fractured friendship with rival West Coast rapper Tupac Shakur. And for me, a seasoned
Biggie listener, the most poignant moments of the film are when his inner struggles are
translated directly into his powerful rap lyrics. For example, during the scene in which
Biggie writes the lyrics to “Juicy” (It was all a dream / I used to read Word Up magazine /
Salt'n'Pepa and Heavy D up in the limousine), I was just shaking in my little snow boots
with excitement. I do wish that we saw more scenes demonstrating Biggie's creative process
and the development of his genius rather than all the drama he became embroiled in. I say
more rap! Spare me some of the drama.

P.S. Did they have to portray Faith Evans as SO annoying?
P.P.S. How much hotter was the actress who played Lil’ Kim than Lil’ Kim herself?

3.
I do agree that the actress who played Lil Kim (Naturi
Naughton) was hotter than Lil Kim herself who, inci-
dentally, was apparently really upset at the way she
was portrayed in the movie. She's kind of cast the as
Biggie's jealous spurned lover, although she also gets
some good scenes performing with Junior M.A.F.I.A.
The portrayal of women in the film is really interest-
ing, as it all really revolves around Biggie's relation-
ships with three women—his mother, Lil Kim, and
Faith Evans (and eventually his kids). Biggie's mom
and Faith Evans are kind of glorified in the movie. I
guess this makes sense since they funded the movie.
But anyways, my favorite performance was from C.J.
Wallace, Biggie's real life son. He played Biggie as a
child in Brooklyn and kind of stole the show—I wish
his parts had been longer.

4.
It's funny to me that Lil Kim was upset by how she
was portrayed in the film, because I usually find her
too slutty to give her music a chance, but I really
liked her music in the movie (Actually, I'm a huge
fan of that Lady Marmalade song with Pink, Mya,
Christina, Missy Elliott, and Lil Kim. Her freestyle
in that one is badass). I can't agree with you, how-
ever, that Faith Evans was glorified because she
seemed like kind of a hoochie pushover baby
mamma...but maybe just to me. I did really enjoy
the scene where she records a song in the studio
and Biggie gazes on longingly. This only further
demonstrates that the movie was at its best when it
focused on the music. And, the music is precisely
why I recommend that anyone who likes rap or
wants to give it a chance should see this movie.
Biggie is one of the most important figures in the
genre of rap, and I'm glad that he was commemo-
rated by this biopic.

Daniella Aron
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night, nothing else was going on around
campus so I thought, "I guess I could go to
'Cooler Ranch' tonight....I guess." This was
a big leap for me, because I hate improv
with the fiery passion of a thousand burn-
ing suns. According to tradition, I should
have been highly inebriated, but I thought
my heckling could be much more poignant
and accurate in sobriety.

The show was opened by a "Cujokra"
spinoff, they called themselves "The
Corner." Now, I'll make my first conces-
sion, as much as I hate improv their short
opening was great. "The Corner" were
quirky, quick on their feet, and overall cre-
ated extremely tight, funny improv.

Immediately following was Carleton's
newest improv group "Cooler Ranch." I
think we can all agree their name is bor-
derline retarded, however, their improv
proved to be extremely charming.
Performing two long form pieces and a
variety of quick games, Cooler Ranch was
able to create their own unique and wacky
worlds on stage. Each member clearly had
a unique attack on improv, each creating
interesting and memorable characters from
a completely different angle. I was partic-
ularly impressed by the work of members
Emily Schickli and Alsa Bruno, and one
handsome devil in a pink shirt whose name
escapes me. Their characters and skits
proved easy to get lost in, and as a result I
literally "loled" many a time.

However, I was disappointed by the
complete lack of Doritos and/or Doritos-
based humor.

BY NOAH SAPSE

Gounod’s Faust at Minnesota Opera
BY KRISTEN ASP

I used to think opera was a static affair.
After seeing the Minnesota Opera’s production
of Faust, I learned it doesn’t have to be. The
creativity and attention given to set design,
choreography, and casting keep Faust, written
in 1860 by Charles Gounod, expressive and
fresh.

I realized that Faust was not going to be a
typical opera when I saw the sets. Inspired by
Cubism and the Dada movement, designer
Andromache Chalfant created an abstract,
angular wonderland in which Marguerite picks
paper flowers from a collage of Victorian wall-
paper and Faust stumbles down the slanted
floor of his study. The scene in which
Marguerite is imprisoned is positively Caligari-
esque, featuring a claustrophobic cell filled
with angles and shadows. The overall result is
evocative yet simple. In fact, the weakest
scenes are those in which props or realistic
objects, such as glasses or benches, are
brought in because they spoil this

expressionism. Most important is that the set
design’s inherent minimalism doesn’t detract
from the action happening within the space.

The most expressive choreography in Faust
is usually concentrated in the opera’s Act V bal-
let, but director and choreographer Doug
Varone extends Faust’s dynamism throughout
the opera by giving it a modern dance twist.
Dancers prance, pray, writhe, and fly around
the stage with a strength and kinetic dexterity
that complements the chorus and the principle
artists. Considering the sometimes shallow
depth of the stage, the dancers are also effi-
cient in their use of space. There was only one
scene in which I felt that the dancers crowded
the scene unnecessarily, in which they
obstructed the singers during a particularly
passionate duel.

If Faust and company were occasionally out
of view, however, they made up for it with a
fantastic sound. Tenor Paul Groves, as the title
character, gave his Faust a combination of
power and simplicity that worked perfectly in
conjunction with soprano Judith Howarth as
Marguerite. Her voice, at times giddy, sweet, or
tormented, made Marguerite a more complex
character than her dialogue might provide for.
Finally, although Mephistopheles is not always
considered the prima uomo in Faust, bass-bari-
tone Kyle Ketelsen stole the show as the devil.
Each element of his performance, from singing
to acting to dancing, could have stood alone in
quality, and together they combined to make
Mephistopheles the dark, charismatic, and
humorous character he is.

“Did he just opera laugh?” I asked my Opera
Friend as Mephistopheles taunted Marguerite
in perfect harmony with the orchestra. “I didn’t
even know you could sing ‘Ha ha ha!’” But he
did, and it still blended perfectly. Ketelsen
makes the devil look very smooth.

“Are you surprised?” he asks Faust and the
audience, twirling his walking stick.

I should mention that Faust was my first live
opera; all my previous experience with the
medium had been on public television, which
reduces the effect of most theatrical perform-
ances to that of a particularly lackluster news
broadcast. Nevertheless, the Minnesota Opera’s
performance of Gounod’s masterpiece clearly
stands out for its compelling performances,
creativity, and spirit. See it if you can.

It Was Ranchy...But
I’ve Seen Cooler
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The New Deal Friendster

America

Whitehouse.gov

Joe Biden

Leather jackets

North Carolina

Virginia

Arugula

James Hannaway

Rope

Hope

Human rights

Fiscal responsibility

Railroads

Abraham Lincoln

Ogden v. Gibbons

Puppies

K’nex

Bobby’s World

Books

Sportscenter

Turtlenecks

Cocaine

Smoking cigarettes

Working out

Lattes

BlackBerries

Twitter

Sleepovers

Johann Sebastian Bach’s cello suites

Sheryl Crow

American
Dreams

No Longer
Hated?

Tomorrow’s
Trends

Blast from
the Past
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ZAIBATSU
ZAIM
ZAKUSKA
ZAPATISTA
ZARATITE
ZARCOLE
ZARIBA
ZELANT
ZEMBLETEE
ZEMNI
ZEMSTVO

ZENANA
ZEUXIS
ZHO
ZIARAT
ZIGGURAT
ZIGZAG
ZIKR
ZING
ZINGANAO
ZINGEL
ZINJANTHROPUS

ZINKE
ZIONITE
ZIONWARD
ZIP
ZIPPY
ZIRCALOY
ZIRCONIA
ZIZANIA
ZIZEL
ZIZYPHS
ZOLAISM

ZOLOTNIK
ZOMBIFY
ZOMOTHERAPY
ZWANZIGER
ZWEIG
ZWIEBACK
ZYDECO
ZYGAL
ZYGON
ZYMOID
ZYTHUM

The Zzzz’s Have It!
A Word Search For The End of the Alphabet

Things Obama Will Make Cool Again
January 20th was a historic day for our nation. Sure, the inauguration got everyone’s attention, but the most
important and lasting changes are all the things Obama’s presidency will make cool again. In this week’s
bracket, we’re asking you: which of these will make the biggest comeback? Send your completed bracket in
to mailbox 314 or 1015, best bracket receives a prize. Next Week’s Bracket: Worst foodborne illnesses!

BY NATHANIEL SNELL, SALOMONE BAQUIS, and KYLE KRAMER

Fun and Games 2.0
GGoovveerrnnmmeenntt  hhaass  nnoo  ootthheerr  eenndd,,  bbuutt  tthhee                            pprreesseerrvvaattiioonn  ooff  pprrooppeerrttyy..        ——JJoohhnn  LLoocckkee  



2 weeks until the RUSSIANS are coming.
Between February 16-21 (Seventh Week) the
International Relations Committee (IRC) will
be hosting a series of Russia-related events
including a panel of Carleton professors, a
screening of the Russian comedy flick “Old
Women,” screenings of Russian cartoons
(hilarity will ensue), a one-hour synopsis of
Russian history by Adeeb Khalid, a trip to the
Museum of Russian Art in MSP and a lavish
Russian style dinner in the Great Hall. Expect
beef, potatoes, borscht, and maybe even
school-sponsored vodka. In moderation of
course. In all honesty, the whole week sounds
fascinating, but the dinner? Well, let’s just
say most people don’t choose to eat Russian
cuisine if it’s not accompanied by the nation-
al drink.
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Days Until

22 days until the first Carleton-St.
Olaf joint Scrabble tournament. You
might have gotten an email about
this, but we'd like to think you pay
more attention to the Countdown than
you do to all-campus emails, so we'll
tell you anyway. The tournament will
take place on the 21st and 22nd of
February and feature “Tournament”
and “Friendly” divisions – forcing us
to note that such prejudiced nomen-
clature suggests competitive
Scrabblers are unfriendly behemoths.
Get in touch with Mark Kanazawa if
you want to participate, and if you're
looking for regular games on campus,
an “official” Scrabble club meets in
Upper Sayles Sunday nights (at 7 or
8) and Thursday afternoons (around
1).

The Countdown BY MAX BEARAK AND FRANK FIRKE

7 days until Fanboys, a movie about
Star Wars fans stealing a print of
Episode I in late 1998, is released.
While it's looking like its limited
release will not include anywhere in
Minnesota, this long-delayed film
could actually be pretty good,
despite earning George Lucas's and
Kevin Smith's stamps of approval. It
might not be as appealing to those
who aren't either recovering or
unabashed Star Wars geeks, but for
those who have watched and quoted
the movies many, many times during
their lives it could be a nice satiri-
cal look in the mirror. See it in lim-
ited release February 6 and hopeful-
ly on DVD or the Internet sometime
afterwards.

3 days until Groundhog Day. Derived from the German holiday Candlemas
which carries the same significance, Groundhog Day is a great representation
of the terribly idiotic things Americans can believe. You mean to tell us a
groundhog named Punxsutawney Phil is going to arise from his slumber, peek
his head out of his abode on February 2nd, check for his shadow, and then
give us subtle clues as to how long this winter will last? Has he been studying
NOAA forecast patters all winter, with his prairie-windmill powered wireless
connection? I wouldn’t be surprised if Mr. Phil is being corrupted by illegal
gamblers, who are wagering millions of dollars on the outcome of this ridicu-
lous ritual. I bet ol’ Philly is rolling in dough…what a pimp…sigh, I wish I was
Punxsutawney Phil. Ahem. On second thought, does it even matter how long
winter will last? Isn’t the Large Hadron Collider going to vaporize us by March
anyways?

2 days until the Super Bowl. There are two ways of looking at this game: you can say that it's good that the
Cardinals made the Super Bowl (because it's a new team, they don't have obnoxious fans, and most of their
players seem like pretty good guys), root for them to break the Super Bowl monotony, and hope they win a
close one; or you can be cynical and point out that the Cardinals were terrible for much of the season, got
most of the breaks in the playoffs, and will get crushed by the Steelers. We're inclined to lean the first way
and think the second is more true, but there's a third, more important fact in play here: Super Bowls are
usually poorly-played, but you can't go wrong with Sunday parties, commercials, and beer, so who cares
about the game? Check it out around 5 PM on Sunday.
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TTHHIISS  WWEEEEKK  IINN  TTHHEE  CCAARRLL

PPLLEEAASSEE  RREECCYYCCLLEE  YYOOUURR  CCAARRLL

01 EDITORS’ NOTE
Prescience and struggle in the face of meaninglessness

03 DOORMAT
Carlemaggedon starts here - we demand our name back from Carleton University!   

06 SOCIETY
Orion Martin’s inauguration misadventure • Jordan Narvey on the importance of
broomball • Momma mia! Sex and Mario Bros  

08 FEATURE
SPECIAL DOUBLE FEATURE: Comps, for the uninitiated • Surveying the controver-
sy over Bon Appetit at Carleton   

15 ARTS & LIT
Sasha Korobova on the libe’s latest installation • James Hannaway talks to Dan
Lacey, Minnesota’s foremost political painter 

18 MUSIC
Lil Wayne’s “Prom Queen” - horrible or terrible? • Andrew Bird lays a turd • Russ
Petricka’s top tracks             

20 CINEMA
Notorious: a dialogic review • Frank Firke spends Christmas on Mars

22 PERFORMANCES
Faust comes to the cities • How cool was Cooler Ranch’s debut?   

23 CARTOONS

A whole lotta Jenna MacKrell • Makando Z gets complicated   

26 FUN & GAMES
It’s a letter ‘Z’-themed word search. Why? Because we can. • Things Barack
Obama will make cool again, in the Bracket

27 COUNTDOWN
What is this “super-bowl”? Max Bearack and Frank Firke explain
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